Organizational chart of Deanship FGSE - valid from 1st August 2023

Dean

N. Linde

Faculty Administrator for internal affairs

K. Rossier

Secretariat

A. Nussbaumer
C. Zay

Human resources

V. Simond

Finances

C. Zay

Reporter of selection committees

S. Thirion

EDI advisor

N. Emch

Research consultant

A. Dreiss

Communication

L-A. Pessina

Secretariat for PhDs

J. Fournier

Outreach

N. Laydu

VD Research, Communication and Quality

M.-E. Perga

Faculty Administrator for external affairs

R. Freymond

Computer system manager (institutes)

S. Hiscox

Computer system manager (Deanship)

A. Miesch

Webmaster

F. Beetschen

Bachelor secretariat

S. Morel
M-C. Pierlot

Masters secretariats

C. Eden
M-C. Pierlot
C. Stauffer

Apprentice supervisor M-C. Pierlot

E. Mustafa

VD Academic Affairs and Director of the School

V. Boisvert

Faculty Administrators for academic affairs

M. Pétermann-Glaus

Pedagogical engineer

J. Lüthi

MSc Earth Sciences, ELSTE coordination

M. Bourqui

School of Earth Sciences